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Abstrat

Through the omparison of notes produed on two reorders by one novie and two

experiened players in musial ontexts, this study identi�es the temporal aspets of

the attak transients whih are ontrolled by the player and those whih are imposed by

the dynami response of the instrument. The rise times of mouth pressure used by the

novie player are longer than the ones produed by the experiened players, whih are

the shortest ones preserving the ontrol of the jet veloity rise times. For shortest rise

times, the jet development is limited by the inertia of the hannel. The onset time of the

aousti osillation is divided in two parts: the time needed to initiate the osillation

and the duration of the growth. The times of growth are similar for the novie and

the experiened players, whih is linked to the similarity of the gain haraterizing the

linear behavior of the instrument. The times needed to initiate the osillation show the

most pronouned di�erene between the two types of players; it is muh longer for a

novie player. This di�erene is interpreted in terms of the initial input of energy in

the system whih is larger for the experiened players.

Keywords: musial instruments, �ute-like instruments, attak transients, instrumental

ontrol
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1 Introdution

Playing musi using self-sustained osillations allows the player to shape the sound by mod-

ulating the ontrol parameters. In reorder playing, the musiian gives eah note or group of

notes a spei� time evolution of the aousti osillation, aording to the musial ontext

and intention. Therefore, the sound properties, for a spei� �ngering, are always hanging

depending on the ontinuous adjustments of the musiians ontrol parameters.

In this work, the attak transient is onsidered to be the transition between no sound

and a stable osillation. It starts when the musiian starts to blow, a moment before the

onset of sound prodution, and �nishes when the amplitude and the frequeny of the aousti

osillation and the mouth pressure of the musiian are quasi-steady. The attak transients

are known to be very important for the pereption of sound [1, 2℄. It ontributes to the

haraterization of the timbre of instruments and the musiians adjust the transients a-

ording to the musial expression. Understanding the phenomena involved and the roles of

the di�erent parameters in the attak transients is important for instrument makers and for

players.

The reorder is a �ute-like instrument in whih the sound is reated by a jet-edge

interation oupled to a resonator. Some experimental works have already been arried out

on the attak transients of this type of instrument, espeially the organ pipe (Keeler [3℄,

Nolle [4℄, Verge [5℄ , Castellengo [6℄). It appears that the typial duration of an attak

transient is about 10 to 30 ms. It orresponds to a quik modi�ation of the supply pressure

in omparison to the aousti period (2ms for a osillation at 500Hz). These studies present
limited data and are foused on spei� aspets of the transient. Sine the instruments used

in the di�erent studies are di�erent, they are not easily omparable.

The most ommon model used for �ute-like instruments is the jet-drive soure model

(Coltman [7℄). This model assumes that the jet is split in two by the edge. This split an

be desribed as a dipole of �ux plaed on both sides of the edge. The model allows us

to understand most of the stationary or quasi-stati behaviors of �ute-like instruments [8℄.

The jet-drive model has also been used to study the regime hange in these instruments

(Terrien [9℄). However, as it assumes a well-de�ned jet, it an't a priori be used to study

the attak transients. Indeed, there is no jet when the musiian starts to blow. Some au-

thors already proposed other models, sometimes with omparisons to experimental studies

(Flether [10℄, Nolle [4℄, Verge [11℄). The models are not neessarily linked to an aousti-

al understanding of transients (parameters are not linked with physial parameters, et.).

Additionally, only spei� points of the attak transients is modeled.

Before developing a model, it is important to haraterize the attak transients. The

aim of this �rst study is to explore the harateristis of attak transients in reorder playing,

varied by the musiians in a musial ontext, and to understand how the musiians ontrol

these harateristis.

Measurements are arried out on a family of reorders played by two experiened play-

ers and a novie player. The experiened players are expeted to have good ontrol of the
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instrument whih allow them to onsistently produe aeptable musial sounds. It is there-

fore sometimes hard to know if one aspet of the transient is due to this �ne ontrol by the

musiian or imposed by the instrument, as illustrated in a preliminary study [12℄. The novie

player is assumed to have a very poor ontrol over the instrument, espeially of the attak

transient. The omparison of the attaks obtained by these two types of players should allow

us to distinguish whih harateristis of attak transients are ontrolled by the musiian and

whih ones are imposed by the dynami response of the instrument. Due to the di�erene of

the behaviors for di�erent �ngerings, the harateristis analyzed for this study are generally

ompared �ngering by �ngering.

After a desription of the experimental setup, the data obtained on the quasi stati part

of the notes are �rst ompared. Then, the time harateristi of the attak transients, both

for the supply pressure and the aousti osillations, are studied. The di�erenes observed

are interpreted in terms of global harateristis of standard properties of self-sustained

osillator.

2 Aquisition of data

2.1 Experimental protool

pm

pac

Figure 1: Sketh of the modi�ed reorders that enable the measurement of the aousti pressure

inside the bore (pac) and the pressure inside the mouth (pm).

Two pressure sensors are mounted on four Aesthé reorders, made by the �ute maker

Jean-Lu Boudreau (�gure 1). A bass (from F3 (175 Hz) to D6 (1175 Hz)), an alto (from F4

(350 Hz) to D7 (2350 Hz)), a soprano (from C5 (523 Hz) to A7 (3520 Hz)) and a sopranino

reorder (from F5 (698 Hz) to D8 (4700 Hz)). The instruments used in this study are

those used by Blan [13℄. He uses the reorder geometries parameters to interpret some

harateristis of sound and ontrol during steady part of notes played by a musiian. Here,

the �rst sensor is a B&K mirophone model 4938 mounted through the wall that measures

the inner aousti pressure pac near the edge. The seond sensor is a Honeywell pressure

sensor model 176PC14HG1. It allows to measure the pressure pm within the mouth of the

player thanks to a apillary tube passing through the mouthpiee and ending in the mouth

(about 10cm long and 1mm internal diameter). A alibration of this devie against B&K

mirophone 4938 and Endevo 8507C-2, shows that its response is �at until about 500Hz.
The delay due to the propagation into the apillary tube is orretly estimated from the
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sound veloity in free �eld onditions. This delay, about 0.3ms is here negleted. The two

signals are sampled at fs = 51.2kHz.
Measurements were made with three players: two experiened reorder players with

over ten years of pratie and formal training in lassial reorder, and a novie player with

no spei� knowledge of reorders or musi. To explore all the types of attak transients

used by the players in musi, the �rst experiened player was asked to exeute two types of

exerises with the four reorders: sales on the full ompass of the instrument, repeated for

di�erent standard attaks, and several musial extrats well known by the player hosen for

their spei�ity and musial ontext. Due to fault on the keywork of the modi�ed model of

bass reorder, only sales were measured with this instrument. The same tasks were asked

of the seond experiened player but only the soprano and alto reorders were played. The

novie player used only the alto and the soprano reorder, and played repetitions of notes for

eah �ngering, with the task of trying to use di�erent attaks. Only the 16 lowest �ngerings

were used by the novie player (one otave plus three semitones) beause partially losed

holes are used for higher notes of the range and the portion of the hole whih has to be

obstruted is not learly de�ned. Experiened players laim to onstantly be adjusting this

partial opening in order to play the notes in tune.

2.2 Analysis of measurements

The segmentation of the data is based on the loal minima of the mouth pressure to have one

attak transient by segment. If the segment ontains several linked notes, only the �rst is

kept, based on frequeny analysis. This segmentation allows to obtain the assoiated supply

pressure and aousti pressure (�g. 2) of: 172 ourrenes for the bass, 1072 ourrenes for

the alto, 1150 ourrenes for the soprano and 407 ourrenes for the sopranino reorder,

with the �rst experiened player, 515 ourrenes for the soprano and 390 ourrenes for

the alto reorders for the seond experiened player, and 300 ourrenes for the alto and

290 ourrenes for the soprano reorder with the novie player.

For a global omparison of these 4300 ourrenes, it is neessary to automatially

extrat some information with algorithms. A lot of harateristis were studied, but only

the ones that gave interesting information are presented here. The relationship between

the parameters an't diretly be observed. As a matter of fat, the di�erent �ngerings

used to play the di�erent notes of a hromati sale on a reorder modify the instrument

and its proprieties suh as the peaks of admittane, their quality fators, the quasi-stati

performane as funtion of the mouth pressure, et. The parameters of the attak transients

should therefore be studied by taking into aount the reorder and the �ngerings used. The

�ngering is estimated a posteriori from the pith of the notes. The pith is estimated as the

fundamental frequeny f1 of the sound, by the Yin algorithm developed by Cheveigné [14℄.

The number of ourrenes for eah semitone is di�erent for eah player. The novie player

played around ten repetitions for eah of the 16 lowest semitones. The experiened players

played between 20 and 100 repetitions for the most of semitones but some semitones are few
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Figure 2: Example of an E5 (659Hz) played by the �rst experiened player on the soprano reorder.

or not played due to the tonality of the musial tasks (for example the C♯ and G♯). The

statistial onsiderations by semitone presented later are led only on semitones with more

than �ve ourrenes.

3 Quasi-stationary part of the note

3.1 Supply the instrument

The target mouth pressure p
(targ.)
m is a stationary parameter but it partiipates in the hara-

terization of the attak transient. This harateristi is well de�ned when the player uses a

retangular time shape of the mouth pressure with a well-de�ned plateau value. But in gen-

eral ases, it is harder to de�ne (�g. 2). In this study, the target pressure p
(targ.)
m is de�ned

as the average of the mouth pressure, over twenty periods of the fundamental frequeny,

after the end of the growth. This end of growth is de�ned as the �rst instant when the

time derivative of the mouth pressure is lower than 10% of its maximum value, after having

reahed this maximum. The key point of this algorithm is that it is not sensitive to the

evolution of the mouth pressure during the sustain of the note related to the musial task.

However, it may provide an erroneous value when the mouth pressure displays non-regular

slope during the transient, for example in the ase of an overshoot. The statistial analysis

hose in this study allows to exlude these extremes values.

The target mouth pressure an be assoiated with the target dimensionless jet veloity

θ(targ.) =
Uj

Wf1
whih is a parameter previously used to haraterize the behaviors of �ute-like

instruments in a stationary response [19, 13, 8℄, with W the length between the end of the

hannel and the edge of the reorder and the Bernoulli jet veloity Uj =

√

2p
(targ.)
m /ρ, with ρ

the density of air. The lengths W have been measured by Blan [13℄ for the reorders used
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in this study.
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Figure 3: Distributions of the dimensionless veloities θ(targ.) used by the three players with eah

�ngering of (a) the alto and (b) the soprano reorders. The median values for eah �ngering are

indiated by the markers and the vertial lines represent the IQR (seond and third quartiles in the

distributions).

The distribution of the values obtained for eah �ngering of the alto and soprano

reorders for the three players are summarized on �gure 3. The repartitions of the data

by �ngering are quanti�ed by the median values the interquartile ranges (IQR), whih are

the di�erene between the upper and lower quartiles of eah distribution. This distane, not

neessarily symmetrial around the median value, inludes 50% of the data. These statistial

harateristis minimize the in�uene of erroneous extreme values and are used in the �gures

5,6,7,10,11,14 and 15.

The two experiened players used a very small range of dimensionless veloity θ(targ.)

for a given �ngering and the values are very lose for these two musiians. Overall, the

novie player used higher values of θ(targ.) with a wider range. In spite of these di�erenes

the distributions are not learly separated and the median values mainly follow the same

evolution with the �ngering for the three players. These observations suggest that the

instruments partly impose the quasi-stati supplied pressure for a given �ngering. This

limitation an partly be explained by the hange of regime when the reorder is over-blown [8℄:

if the player uses a supply pressure that is too high, the reorder plays on the upper otave

and the player adapts the mouth pressure. The range of veloity avoiding this over-blowing

is very limited on the bottom of the range of the reorders for the four lowest �ngerings.

This may explain why the distribution of the jet veloity used by the novie player is loser
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to the values used by the experiened players in this range for the two reorders studied

(�g. 3).

Blan [13℄ observed with an experiened player that, for hromati sales, the dimen-

sionless veloity θ(targ.) dereases linearly with the semitones (12 log2(f1/fref)). And all the

reorders of the family follow the same linear dependeny(�g. 4b). The same type of behav-

ior is observed in this experiment when onsidering the median values for the notes played

by the experiened players (�g. 4a).
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(a) Medians of the dimensionless veloity θ(targ.) for

the four reorders used by the two experiened play-

ers (player 1 in blak and player 2 in gray).

(b) Extrat from Blan [13℄:Dimensionless veloity

θ(targ.) as a funtion of the note played for the �ve

reorders.

Figure 4: Comparison of dimensionless veloity as a funtion of the note played for this study and

the study of Blan [13℄.

The global behavior is the same but the slopes are di�erent between the two studies

(�g. 4). As the reorders used were the same, this di�erene an be due to the di�erent

performanes of the musiians. The di�erene between the two studies is larger than the

small one whih an be observed between the two experiened players of this study (�g. 3 and

�g. 4). The musial experienes of the three players observed being similar, the di�erene

between the two studies should have another origin. It ould be related to the algorithm

used by Blan to determine the target mouth pressure whih is not desribed. The mouth

pressure used by the musiians generally inreases during the sustain of the note (�g.2). If,

in the study of Blan, the target pressure is estimated from the mean value of the mouth

pressure during the duration of the entire note, the values obtained by Blan should globally

be higher than the ones obtained by applying the algorithm based on the derivative used in

this study.
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3.2 Quasi-stati sound properties

Due to the similarity of the observations between the two reorders (alto and soprano), only

the aspets of the steady sound of the soprano reorder are disussed here. The following

observations are also valid for the alto reorder.

The small range of jet veloities used by the experiened player ompared to the novie

one (�g. 3) should be assoiated with desired limitations of aoustial harateristis. The

aim of this setion is to identify these harateristis. The dimensionless veloity θ has

already been identi�ed to in�uene the amplitude, the pith auray and the timbre of the

sound [13, 8℄. The aousti pressure pac is measured inside the resonator. Due to the modal

resonane, the dynami and the spetrum of the radiated sound an't be evaluated from

the signal measured without some approximations. In this study, the goal is to ompare

the sound produed by the players �ngering by �ngering. For this omparison, the aousti

pressure measured into the resonator (se.2.1), whih stays valid for this omparison, is

hosen to study the e�et of the ontrol on the sound.
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Figure 5: Median values and IQR (se.3.1) of the target amplitudes of the aousti pressure osilla-

tion (�g.2), obtained by the three players for the �ngerings of the soprano reorder.

The amplitude of the notes produed by the players an be ompared through the

target amplitude of the aousti pressure osillation. The envelope of the aousti osillation

is estimated from the detetion of the loal maxima of the absolute value of the aousti

pressure, whih are separated at least by 1/(2f1). The envelope does not show the overshoot

or osillation, so ompared to the mouth pressure, the target amplitude is easier to de�ne.

An algorithm based on the time derivative of the envelope is hosen to avoid problems

related to the temporal evolution of the amplitude in relation to the musial ontext suh

as resendo, aent, et. The di�erene observed between the amplitude produed by the

players (�g. 5) is muh less pronouned than the one observed in the dimensionless veloity
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(�g. 3b). The auray of the ontrol of the experiened player does not seem assoiated

with the amplitudes of the sound.
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Figure 6: Median values and IQR (se.3.1) of the pith auray estimated by the di�erene from the

equal temperament sale (ref 440Hz), obtained by the three players for the �ngerings of the soprano

reorder.

To study pith auray, the fundamental frequenies of the notes are ompared in

ents to the frequenies of an equal temperament sale with the refereneA4 at 440Hz (�g. 6)
(1cent = 1200 log2(f1/fref)). The two experiened players have very similar pro�les of pith

auray throughout the range of the reorder and the variation for a given �ngering is

generally very small (±5 ents). The novie player learly played at a higher pith with a

larger satter. The pith auray appears to be one of the most di�ult aspets of the

ontrol of steady sound quality on the reorder. The di�erene observed in pith auray

is more marked than the one observed in the dimensionless veloity (�g. 3b). It seems to

indiate that the pith auray is not only ontrolled by the mouth pressure, but also by

other types of ontrol suh as the �ngers.

Both experiened players play too �at at the low end of the range (�g.6). This strange

pattern seems to indiate a ompromise between the pith auray and the timbre imposed

by the instrument. The spetral entroid, already used to haraterize the sound of the

reorder [13℄, does not show a lear di�erene between experiened and novie players. At the

low end of the range, it seems that the experiened players want to stay far from the threshold

of regime hange, whih may not have been well adjusted in the reorders used. This ould be

another expliation of this strange pattern. A spei� study would be neessary to onlude

of the onsequenes of an inaurate jet veloity on the quasi-stati sound properties.

Having desribed the observed quasi-stati aspets, it is now possible to ompare the

attak transient of the di�erent players.
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4 The rising of the supply

4.1 Onset times of mouth pressure

The rise time ∆tm of the mouth pressure is de�ned as the time used by the player to go from

10% to 90% of the target mouth pressure p
(targ.)
m . These instants orrespond to the instant

t10%m and t90%m respetively, whih gives: ∆tm = t90%m − t10%m . As for the estimation of the

target mouth pressure, this algorithm may provide a wrong value when the mouth pressure

has a non-regular slope during the transient.
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Figure 7: Median values and IQR (se.3.1) of the rise times ∆tm of the mouth pressure, obtained

by the three players for the �ngerings of the soprano reorder.

The omparison of the onset times used by the three players shows that the novie used

rise times muh longer than the experiened players (�g. 7). There is a di�erene of more

than one order of magnitude between the median values.

Reorder (Player) Median IQR

Bass (Exp.1) 15.3ms 21.6ms

Alto (Exp.1) 12.6ms 10.4ms

Alto (Exp.2) 11.7ms 26.4ms

Soprano (Exp.1) 9.4ms 5.3ms

Soprano (Exp.2) 8.4ms 13.8ms

Sopranino (Exp.1) 12.1ms 8.4ms

Table 1: Charateristi of the distribution of the rise times of mouth pressure ∆tm, used by the two

experiened players for the di�erent reorders.
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The rise times used by the experiened players don't depend on the �ngering used and

are globally around 10ms(�g. 7). It appears that this order of duration of rise times used by

the experiened players is the same for all the reorders (table 1).

Di�erent aspets ould explain why the experiened players used this order of rise time

for the mouth pressure. This value may be the fastest rise possible under physiologial

limitations. This value may also be fast enough to produe the musial e�et desired by the

player. Finally, the rise time may be fast enough to produe the fastest possible rise time of

the jet veloity. Indeed, as mentioned previously, the physial ontrol parameter of �ute-like

instrument is the jet veloity Uj . During a fast attak transient, the evolution of the jet

veloity is limited by the inertia indued by the presene of the thin hannel between the

mouth of the player and the window of the reorder where the jet evolves.

4.2 Onset times of the jet veloity

The inertia an be quanti�ed knowing the hannel length using the unsteady Bernoulli

equation as explained by Verge [15℄ and Auvray [16℄. The resulting entral jet veloity Uj at

the end of the hannel is alulated as follows, using the mouth overpressure pm, the aousti
pressure at the hannel extremity pac and the hannel length lc:

ρlc
dUj

dt
+

1

2
ρU2

j = pm − pac, (1)

where ρ is the air density

2

. Under a given threshold, a faster rise of the mouth pres-

sure doesn't indue a faster rise of the jet veloity. To haraterize this e�et for the four

reorders, the Bernoulli equation (1) is applied on simulated exponential rising of pressure

with di�erent harateristi time: pm(t) = p
(targ.)
m (1− exp(−t/τ)) (�g. 8). The links between

the harateristi time τ and the rise time ∆tm is not obvious and is related to the algorithm

used to determine the rise time ∆tm. The evolution of the jet veloity being sensitive to the

value of the supply pressure, the simulations are alulated for the extreme values used by

the players. The rise time of the jet veloity is de�ned in a similar way to the rise time of

the mouth pressure: ∆tUj
= t90%Uj

− t10%Uj
, as the time neessary to go from 10% of the target

jet veloity (t10%Uj
) to 90% of this value (t90%Uj

).

For slow transient the jet veloity follows the mouth pressure (∆tUj
= ∆tm). For fast

transients, the jet veloity follows the step response of the Bernoulli equation (eq. (1)) whih

has an exponential growth haraterized by the time 2lc/U
(targ.)
j , with U

(targ.)
j the target jet

veloity. The asymptoti rise time for fast attaks an therefore be estimated analytially by

∆tUj
= A2lc/U

(targ.)
j , with A a onstant related to the de�nition of the rise time ∆tUj

used

in this study (here A ≈ 1.5). The e�et of the hannel inertia appears, for mouth pressure

2

During some attak transients, the mouth pressure is lower than the atmospheri pressure during a short

time. In this situation, the equation has to be slightly modi�ed to assure the ontinuity.
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Figure 8: Evolution of the rise time of the jet veloity alulated with the unsteady equation of

Bernoulli (1) versus the rise time of the mouth pressure. The bold lines orrespond to a target

pressure of p
(targ.)
m = 150Pa, and the dashed lines to a target pressure of p

(targ.)
m = 800Pa. The

markers orrespond to the median values of rise times obtained by the player (irle: experiened

players, square: novie player).

rise times below 10ms, to produe a saturation of the jet veloity rise time between 11ms
and 3ms aording to the reorder hannel size and the target mouth pressure (�g. 8).

The Bernoulli equation (eq. (1)) an be applied on the measured mouth pressure to

estimate the jet veloity used by the three players. The inertia of the hannel attenuates the

high frequeny during the transient. It generally �lters the overshoot and the irregularities

in the growth of the mouth pressure. The time shape of the jet veloity is therefore smoother

than the time shape of the mouth pressure, whih redues the error in the estimation of the

rise time due to non-regular slope of the signal during experimental transient.

As the rise time of the jet veloity is independent of the �ngering and reorder used, the

values obtained by the three players an be ompared (�g. 9). As for the rise of the mouth

pressure, the novie player uses rise time an order of magnitude longer than the ones used by

the experiened players. The median times used by the players are ompared to simulated

data of �gure 8. It appears that the experiened musiians used the shortest times whih

allowed them to maintain the ontrol of the rise time of the jet veloity before its limitation

by the inertia of the hannel (�g. 8). The times used allow them to have a similar evolution

of the jet veloity for all the reorders and the target pressures used.

The rise time of the supply appears as the biggest di�erene of ontrol between the

novie and the experiened players. The aim is now to identify the e�ets of this fast rising

of jet veloity on the sound produed.
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Figure 9: Distribution of the rise times of jet veloity ∆tUj
obtained by the three players on all the

reorders used. For eah player, the markers orrespond to the bar heights of a normalized histogram.

Due to the logarithmi sale, the times are normalized by tref = 1s.

5 Rise and stabilisation of aousti osillation

The rise of aousti an be deomposed in three steps [10℄:

1. The initiation of osillation: like all auto-osillating system, a reorder needs a �rst

aousti perturbation to start its osillation. This �rst input of energy is not neessary

a harmoni osillation with a given frequeny. In simulation, it is often assoiated with

white noise for aommodation [8℄. M.P Verge [11℄ proposed to assimilate it to the

little inrease of pressure reated by a fast variation of the jet veloity in the on�ned

domain de�ned by the resonator geometry around the opening where the jet evolved.

In the organ ommunity, a lot of denominations are used to haraterize the attak

transient (�hi��,�hiss�, et.). This harateristi ould be linked to the initiation meh-

anism. In some studies this �hi�� is assoiated with a mouth tone whih ould be a

kind of �edge tone olored by the resonator of the organ� [6, 17℄.

2. The growth of aousti pressure: The system aumulates progressively aousti

energy. The e�ieny of this aumulation is related to the energy given by the player

by blowing and by the apaity of the system to keep this energy at the frequeny of

the osillation (quality fator).

3. Saturation of osillation: the amplitude of the aousti osillation stops to inrease

due to non-linear e�ets, like, for example, the non-linearity of the aousti soure.

These three steps are not learly distint in time domain and their e�ets are the most often

ombined to reate a spei� attak transient. In this study it is proposed to deompose the
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duration of the transient of the aousti osillation in two parts:

• the rise time ∆tac, whih is the time taken by the aousti osillation to go from 10%
to 90% of its target amplitude. This time ombines the growth and the saturation of

the aousti osillation. It should exlude the initiation of osillation.

• the delay, whih is the time between the beginning of the growth of jet veloity and the

beginning of the growth of aousti pressure, i.e., the threshold of 10%. The initiation

and the beginning of the growth of the osillation our during this time.

The ontrol of the musiian is �rst analyzed during the rise time ∆tac then during the initial

delay.

5.1 Rise time of aousti pressure

The rise time of the aousti pressure is estimated from the envelope of the aousti osillation

used to estimate the target amplitude p
(targ.)
ac (se. 3.2), whih inludes the entire spetrum.

The rise time of the aousti pressure ∆tac is the time neessary for the aousti osillation

to rise from 10% to 90% to its target amplitude p
(targ.)
ac , orresponding to the instant t10%ac

and t
(ac)
90% respetively, giving: ∆tac = t90%ac − t10%ac .
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Figure 10: Median values and IQR (se.3.1)of the rise times of the aousti pressure ∆tac, obtained

by the three players for the �ngerings of (a) the alto and (b) the soprano reorders. distributions.

The rise time obtained by this algorithm for the three players is ompared for the two

reorders in �gure 10. Considering the large di�erene of the jet veloity rise time (�g. 9), the
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three players obtain surprisingly similar rise times for the aousti osillation (�g. 10). For

low pithes, (under the E5 approximately), the median values and the interquartile ranges

are very similar for all three players. For higher pithes, the times obtained by the novie

player are longer than the ones of the experiened player (�g. 10b). But the di�erene is

still less marked than for the jet veloity rise times. This omparison suggests that the rise

times of the aousti pressure is not a parameter that the musiian an �nely ontrol. This

duration is mostly imposed by the instrument.

For the experiened players, the aousti rise time is linearly linked to the frequeny

for the whole range of the instruments. It is therefore possible to de�ne a dimensionless

rise time of the aousti pressure ∆tacf1. This dimensionless rise time is independent of the

�ngering, the reorder or the experiened player regarded (table 2).

Reorder (Player) Median IQR

Bass (Exp.1) 8.6 6.8
Alto (Exp.1) 11.7 3.7
Alto (Exp.2) 13.3 6.8
Soprano (Exp.1) 12.4 3.3
Soprano (Exp.2) 12.4 4.3
Sopranino (Exp.1) 12.9 4

Table 2: Charateristi of the distribution of the dimensionless rise time of aousti pressure ∆tacf1,

used by the two experiened players for the di�erent reorders.

The times obtained by the novie player follow this behavior for low frequenies but do

not go under 25ms (�g. 10), obtained around the E5. All these observations, added to the

fat that the novie player is slower to inrease the mouth pressure, seem to indiate that

there is a lower limit for the in�uene of the rise of the jet veloity.

To explain these similarities and di�erenes, it is interesting to observe the time during

whih the jet veloity ontinues to inrease after the beginning of the aousti rise (t90%Uj
−t10%ac )

on the soprano reorder for whih the saturation ours (�g. 11). Indeed, it has been noted

that the aousti osillation takes around 12 period to grow and saturates after this time

(table 2). For both experiened players, the time during whih the jet veloity ontinues to

grow is very small ompared to this referened value of 12 periods. For the novie player, this
dimensionless time is in the order of magnitude of 12 periods for the low frequenies, but it is

muh longer for the high frequenies. The players always used the same range of rise time of

mouth pressure (se. 4.1), but the time response of the instrument is related to the period of

the osillation. For low frequenies, the range of rise time used by the novie player is short

enough to grow faster than the aousti pressure amplitude in the instrument, whereas for

high frequenies, it is too slow. It is then possible that, for these high pithes, the veloity

ontinues to evolve after the typial time response of the instrument. The amplitude of the
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Figure 11: Median values and IQR (se.3.1)of the dimensionless times during whih the jet veloity

ontinues to inrease after the beginning of the growth of the aousti osillation (

(

t90%Uj
− t10%ac

)

f1),

obtained by the three players for the �ngerings of the soprano reorder.

aousti osillation inreases with the jet veloity in a quasi-stati way whih prolongs the

orresponding estimated aousti rise time. This is maybe why, for high frequenies, longer

rise times of the aousti osillations are deteted by the algorithm.

If the jet veloity reahes its target value shortly after the beginning of the aousti

growth, the aousti pressure rise time is minimal and proportional to the osillation period

(1/f1) of the fundamental. In this ase the aousti osillation rise time should be indepen-

dent of the jet veloity rise time. If the jet veloity reahes its target value with a longer

time than the typial response time of the instrument, the aousti osillation rise time is

longer. In this ase, the onset time of aousti pressure is not diretly linked to the period

of the osillation and ould partially be linked to the rise time of the jet veloity.

This e�et in high frequenies exluded, the dimensionless rise time is independent of

the �ngering and the reorder. It is therefore pertinent to ompare the global distribution

of the dimensionless rise times of aousti pressure obtained by the three players (�g. 12).

The two experiened players obtain a very similar distribution, and the values produed by

the novie player are just slightly more disperse and longer that these ones but they are not

learly distint. Finally, it appears that, within a ertain range, the jet veloity rise time

does not in�uene the aousti pressure rise time, whih is always around 12 periods for the
reorders used here.

Considering the de�nition used for the rise time of the aousti osillation, it inludes

both a part of the growth of the osillation and its saturation. It appears that the players

annot ontrol these phases of the initial transients. The in�uene of the fast rise times

of mouth pressure or jet veloity, and therefore the aspet ontrolled by the musiian, is
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Figure 12: Distribution of the dimensionless aousti rise times ∆tacf1 obtained by the three players,

inluding all �ngerings and reorders. For eah player, the markers orrespond to the bar heights of

a normalized histogram.

expeted during the initiation of the osillation.

5.2 Delay between the supply pressure rise and the onset of aousti

osillation

The energy needed to initiate the aousti osillation is brought to the system between the

instant when the player starts to blow and the instant de�ned as t10%ac , when the aousti

pressure reahes 10% of its target value p
(targ.)
ac . The quantity of energy initially brought to

the system in�uenes its time response. It is then interesting to observe the delay between

the growth of the jet veloity and the growth of the aousti osillation: t10%ac − t10%Uj
.

For the three players studied here, this delay appears to be approximately proportional

to the fundamental time period of the aousti osillation. This relation an be understood

by the fat that the delay inludes partly the growth of the aousti osillation (se.5.3).

The delay normalized by this period appears to be independent of the �ngering, whih

allows a omparison of the global distribution of the dimensionless delays obtained by the

three players (�g. 13). It appears that the two experiened players produed the same order

of magnitude (between 4 and 7 periods), even if the seond one produed slightly longer

durations. Most of delays produed by the novie player last between 20 and 30 periods.

It seems that the ontrol of the musiians onsiderably redues the time response of

the instrument. During this time, two phenomena our: the injetion of the initial energy

and the ampli�ation of this small perturbation until the threshold of 10% of the target

amplitude of the aousti osillation.
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Figure 13: Distribution for the three players, of the dimensionless time-delay between the beginning

of the growth of the jet veloity and the growth of the aousti osillation :

(

t10%ac − t10%Uj

)

f1, in-

luding all �ngerings and reorders. For eah player, the markers orrespond to the bar heights of a

normalized histogram.

5.3 Linear response of the instrument

Like for all systems with a sustained self-osillation, non-linearity is neessary to saturate

the amplitude of the osillation. In the ase of �ute, the non-linearities ome from both the

soure reated by a jet with a limited width, and by the losses [18℄. For small amplitudes of

osillation, suh as the beginning of the attak transients, the non-linear e�ets are negligible

and the response of the system an be approximated by a linear response. During the

time when this approximation is valid, the amplitude a1 of the sinusoidal osillation at the

fundamental frequeny f1, follows this evolution related to the de�nition of the gain G of

the system:

a1(t) = a1(t− T1)G (2)

a1(t) = a1(t0)G
(t−t0)

T1
(3)

with T1 = 1/f1 the fundamental period of the osillation, and t0 the instant when the expo-

nential growth starts. The amplitude a1 an be estimated from the weight of the frequeny

f1 in the Fourier transform as desribed into the next paragraph. In �ute-like instruments,

the gain depends both on the frequeny response of the resonator and on the apaity of the

jet and its interation with the edge to amplify the osillation at the regarded frequeny. If

the gain remains onstant during the growth of the aousti osillation, the amplitude in-

reases exponentially until it reahes the amplitude for whih non-linearities take ontrol of

the osillation. Looking for a straight line in the logarithmi representation of the amplitude
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of the aousti pressure, it is then possible to evaluate the duration of the linear response of

the instrument and the gain assoiated:

G = exp

(

T1
d (ln(a1))

dt

)

. (4)

During some transients it may happen that amplitude of osillations at di�erent frequenies

inrease simultaneously, before they deay away as the osillation stabilizes at the funda-

mental frequeny [3, 20, 6℄. These high frequenies have a pereptive importane, but the

omparison of transients with and without this phenomenon shows similar development of

the fundamental omponent. These high frequenies are present only during few milliseonds

and don't in�uene the temporal aspets of the transient. They are therefore not taken into

aount in this study. Equation (4) applies independently on eah frequeny omponent; it is

neessary to extrat the osillation at the fundamental frequeny f1 from the aousti pres-

sure. This extration is arried using a short-time Fourier transform. The sliding window

used is a window of Hann with a time width of 4/f1 whih is the minimal size whih allows

the separation of the fundamental frequeny from the harmoni resonane. The Fourier

transformation, is normalized by the quarter of sample size to identify the maximum of the

Fourier transformation around f1 with a1 the amplitude of the sinusoidal osillation. An

overlap of 80% between two suessive windows is imposed. Equation (4) used on the time

evolution of the amplitude a1 allows us to evaluate the gains obtained by the three players

(�g. 15) for eah transient.

The distribution of the gain is very similar for the three players. On the soprano

reorder (�g. 14b), the di�erene between the players is less pronouned than the one between

two �ngerings. On the alto reorder (�g. 14b), the di�erene between the novie and the

experiened player is more marked but remains in the same order of magnitude as the

di�erene between two �ngerings. The values of the gain seem therefore imposed in major

part by the instrument. The gain is not very sensitive to the variation of the jet veloity

ontrolled by the players. The di�erene of gain between the �ngerings an be due in

part to the frequeny response of the resonator, but also to the behavior of the jet, whih

ampli�es more or less a perturbation aording to its frequeny as alulated for ideal ases

by Mattingly and Criminale [21℄.

Even if the gain seems to be independent of the player, the duration of the linear

part and its dependene with the �ngering is very di�erent between the experiened and

novie players (�g. 15a). For the experiened players, the duration stays around 15ms
for the high frequenies (higher than G5 for both reorder). For low frequenies (lower

than G5), the duration is proportional to the period and of the order of magnitude of 10
periods of the fundamental. It seems that the duration of the linear behavior annot be

shorter than 10 periods and an neither be shorter than 15ms. For the novie player, the

duration is longer and always proportional to the period of the aousti osillation (around

17T1). As the development of the non-linearities are diretly linked to the amplitude of the
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Figure 14: Median values and IQR (se.3.1) of the gain assoiated with the linear behavior at the

beginning of the attak transients, obtained by the three players for the �ngerings of alto (a) and

soprano (b) reorders.
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(a) Dimensionless duration of the linear behaviour.
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(b) Amplitude a1 of the aousti osillation at the

fundamental frequeny when the exponential growth

starts(t0).

Figure 15: Median values and IQR (se.3.1) obtained by the three players for the �ngerings of the

soprano reorder, of (a) the linear behavior duration normalized by the fundamental period and (b)

the initial amplitude of the fundamental osillation a1(t0).
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aousti osillation, the linear approximation eases to be valid for very similar amplitudes

of fundamental frequeny for the three players at a given �ngering.

The di�erene of durations between the novie and the experiened players is therefore

linked to initial amplitude at the beginning of the exponential growth. The amplitude of

the fundamental frequeny when the exponential growth starts a1(t0) is very di�erent for

the novie player than for the experiened players (�g. 15b). This di�erene is espeially

pronouned for the bottom of the range where they di�er by almost two orders of magnitude.

This pronouned di�erene explains why the global duration of the "delay" is so di�erent

for the novie player. Indeed, the initial amplitude of the fundamental frequeny being

weaker, and the gain being the same, the osillation takes a longer time to rise until the

apparition of the non-linearities. Although it was hosen arbitrarily, the threshold of 10% of

the target amplitude is generally attained shortly before the end of the exponential growth.

The di�erene desribed here ours before the instant t10%ac .

The temporal di�erene between the attaks of the novie and the experiened players

seems �nally to be onentrated in the initial injetion of energy. It is not easy to determine

the origin of this injetion of energy. It ould be assoiated with an impat of the �ngers

on the holes at the onset of the note, but this di�erene of time is also observed in the sale

exerises with repetitions of eah note during whih the musiian kept the �ngers plaed

between two attaks. The impat of the tongue on the mouthpiee of the instrument ould

be another soure of energy, but the players said to avoid to touh the mouth piee. This

injetion of energy seems therefore be only related to the rise of the mouth pressure as

suggested by Verge [11℄. A spei� study is neessary to haraterize this aspet of the

ontrol and attempt to understand its origin.

6 Conlusion and perspetives

The omparison of attak transients produed by a novie and two experiened players

allows us to identify that some aspets of the transient are imposed by the instrument, and

others an be ontrolled by the player. First the target mouth pressure and the equivalent

dimensionless jet veloity are observed (se. 3.1). The behavior of the instrument imposed

a limited range of jet veloity for a given �ngering. Out of this range, the instrument does

not sound or it will hange of pipe osillation mode. The auray of the jet veloity used

by the experiened players allows them to ontrol the pith preisely (se. 3.2).

The rise times of the mouth pressure of the experiened player are more than ten times

shorter than the ones of the novie players (se. 4.1). It appears that they used the shortest

times whih allowed them to maintain the ontrol of the rise time of the jet veloity before its

limitation by the inertia of the hannel (se. 4.2). Regarding mouth pressure, the di�ulty

of ontrol seems to be assoiated with the ability to obtain this range of rise time, while

keeping the auray of the target mouth pressure.

The onset time of the aousti osillation is ut in two parts in this study: the birth
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of the osillation, then its growth and saturation. This seond part does not seem to be

ontrolled by the players. The frequeny response of the jet assoiated with the resonator

does not seem to be very in�uened by the player. The global gain of the system is therefore

mainly imposed by the instrument. The non-linear phenomena leading to the saturation

of the osillation are also out of the player's ontrol. The major di�erene in the temporal

evolution of sound, between the novie and the experiened players but also between the

two experiened players, is observed during the initiation of the osillation. The time for

the osillation to reah 10% of its target amplitude from the beginning of the supply is

almost one order of magnitude longer for the novie than for the experiened player, and the

distribution of the times obtained by the two players are lose but distint. This duration

di�erene omes from the initial energy input, almost two orders of magnitude lower for the

novie player than the experiened one on the bottom of the range.

Finally, the fast growths of mouth pressure used by the experiened players mostly

seem to at on this initial input of energy, neessary to initiate the osillation of the system.

To understand the mehanism linking the fast inrease of the mouth pressure to the input

of energy, it is neessary to identify and haraterize this phenomenon by the analysis of

its spetral ontent. As evoked in setion 5.3, the reorder being a multi-modal system the

osillations at di�erent frequenies assoiated with the di�erent regimes of the system an

grow simultaneously during the transient. In some transients observed with the three players,

the seond regime inreases initially faster than the �rst one before it disappears. During a

short time, the seond regime is dominant in these transients. This pereptible phenomenon

has been already observed in organ pipe transients. A quik analysis shows similar proportion

of notes presenting this phenomenon for experiened and novie players. The identi�ation

of the di�erent aspets, both on the ontrol and on the instruments whih promote this

phenomenon ould help to understand its origin and how the players or the instrument

makers an ontrol it. The omplexity of the phenomena involved into the development

of these omponents neessitates a spei� study onentrates on the time evolution of the

spetral ontent during the attak transient.
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